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THANK YOU to all our trustees, volunteers, supporters,
partners and funders
Swansea Women’s Asylum and Refugee Support Group
Swansea Environment Centre
ROSA Woman to Woman Fund
The Big Lottery Community Fund (Awards for All)
Seven Hills Wholefoods
Friends of Monze
Bigger Heart Zanzibar
Julie Shepherd, Benefit Full Circle
Pupils and Staff of Terrace Road Primary School
Women’s Archive Wales
West Glamorgan Archive Service
City and County of Swansea Blue Plaque Committee
Sanctuary of Song
The Swansea Wellbeing Centre
Claudia Mollzahn and UWTSD Creative Bubble
Julie James AM
Councillor Louise Gibbard
and all the individual people who have given us their support and donations.
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CHAIR’S REPORT
We support initiatives run by women and girls in Wales and Africa that relieve
poverty through Advocacy, Education/ Adult Learning and Economic Development.
Thanks must go to our trustees, volunteers, our sessional worker, Carol, and our
funders and supporters who make all this possible.
We have listened to Swansea women's demand for outdoor and indoor space to
undertake entrepreneurial activities. We will make this our 2019/2020 priority.

We continue our commitment to Africa especially "in country” in Kenya. We are
grateful for the expertise of our two Kenyan British trustees and their country visits.
We thank our partners ROCL, Vihiga, for their continuing community work supporting
the girls’ libraries and women entrepreneurs. In 2019-20 we will support them to
make an independent application for sustainable funding.

Summary of the year:









We are 12 years old.
19 year old Anna Burton joined our diverse range of trustees.
Camilla Lovelace, a trustee, became a Women's Aid Community Ambassador.
Carol Shephard, our Rosa worker, mentored 15 year old Sandy Ibrahim in her
campaign to become a member of the Welsh Youth Parliament.
Premiere of Women's Archive of Wales film, "Century of Home", in which I, as
one of their founders, championed the late Rose Barnes, one of the instigators
of Swansea Women's Aid. Sandy and her two sisters visiting from Cyprus,
attended the event with us.
Women of the World Exhibition in Cardiff featured our founder.
Suffragist Head of Terrace Road School gained a blue plaque through our joint
work with the school, Swansea Council and Wales Women's Archive.
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Performance of the Clara Neal story at the International Archive Conference at
the University. The first time children had held the stage, with a focus on
Human Rights.
We were part of the successful BAME cultural Hub bid for Swansea Grand
Theatre.
Our film, made with support from the RSA (Royal Society of Arts), premiered at
our event on International Women's Day.
STOPP( Swansea Takes on Period Poverty) launched with support from Carol
and trustee Edna Wachira. Carol joined the trustees.
Wahida Khorsand became our trustee from the Swansea Women’s Asylum and
Refugee group and Carol has agreed to join their trustees.
We organised multi cultural stands at the Green Fayre which were highly
praised and resulted in the recruitment of our new volunteer Sarah Martin.
We were chosen to be part of the WEN (Women's Equality Network)
mentoring programme.
We received a ROSA two grant as a result of Carol's work and the need for the
continuance of our services. We were also successful in securing a grant from
the National Lottery Community Fund, Awards for All.
Our partner ROCL in Kenya continued their micro finance project and their
excellent work in their libraries.
Jennifer Twelvetrees, Chair

Attending the Grand Theatre BAME Hub bid event, February 2019
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Reports from ROCL: Reaching Out, Changing Lives, Kenya, 2018-19
END –YEAR ROCL REPORT 2018
ROCL appreciates the continuous support we have received through Women 4
Resources. This support has improved the women’s income and motivated them to
work harder.
The women held their AGM on 15th Jan 2019 which was well attended. Our Project
Manager Judy was in attendance too. The group reviewed progress made in 2018 and
set new targets for the year 2019.
Targets for 2019 were as follows:
1. TENTS AND CHAIRS –The group was progressing well with the project. It
was purposed that each member to play a part in marketing the tent and
chairs for increased income. The group plans to acquire a 100 seater
tent.
2. Honey Project – At the time of meeting the next harvesting time was not
due. The women purposed to increase the number of bee hives since
they have noted an increase in the demand for honey
3. DEBT COLLECTION – Table banking exercise was also used to collect the
loan given outto the women. This was progressing well.
We expect a follow up on the targets set in the next meetings. We shall be reporting
on progress in the next quarter.
THE WOMEN ATTENTIVE DURING THE AGM AS THE
CHAIRLADY ADDRESSES THEM
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LIBRARIES

Our schools closed for long holiday in November until January 2019 and most of the
pupils utilized our libraries maximally to study and do their assignments.
Through our able library assistants most of them were guided accordingly at every
point of need.

THE LIBRARY ASSISTANT ATTENDING TO THE PUPILS

REACHING OUT CHANGING LIVES (ROCL) REPORT
OCTOBER 2018 – MARCH 2019
The women are doing well. I have attended several of their meetings. The women
have met consistently making it easy to follow up and evaluate their work. They have
engaged in various projects as indicated earlier in my July 2018 report.
The women harvested honey in March from which they got 30 bottles of 250mls
(7.5kgs) against the previous harvest of 18 bottles of 250gms (4.5kgs) retailing at 300
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per 250gms. /- The yield this time was much
better because they have improved their
apiary. ROCL facilitated the training of the
women on care. The women have agreed to
add the number of hives for an increased
production. Currently honey is the preferred
sweetener due to its highlighted health
benefits.
EXTRACTION DONE LOCALLY

PACKAGING DONE ALSO LOCALLY IN 250MLS BOTTLES

BUYER PURCHASING HONEY

TENTS AND CHAIRS FOR HIRE
The tent and chairs have been well utilized. The gazebo tent which was unveiled in
July from the micro credit last year has been regularly used in community functions.

LIBRARIES
The libraries are operational and our two female library assistants have been
cooperative since I started working with them .They have been trained to handle
children and are computer literate.
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When institutions are open the turnout is minimal but during holidays and when the
schools close we have a very good turnout. Like this month of April, schools are on a
4 week break. As evidenced in the pictures below, pupils are busy making good use of
the library.
We appreciate the computer which was bought
has made our work easier especially during field
work. It is a pleasure working with all of you and
also the women are grateful for the good
support you have been giving them. There is
progress in their economic empowerment. The
additional worker has been a blessing to ROCL.
The libraries have been closely monitored, and
gaps plugged in time. Moreover the women have received a lot of assistance from
the project manager. She was able to identify areas that need support like the bee
keeping activity whose production has increased by about 80% and now the demand
for honey outweighs supply. For that reason, the women are going to add another
bee hive to increase production.
For now the schools and other institutions have reopened and most of them are using our services during
weekends mostly.
Thank you for your continued support.

PREPARED BY JUDITH
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Rosa Project, Women4Resources, May 2018-May
2019,
Project summary
Carol Shephard, April 2019
The project: 320 hours spread over one year, funded by the ROSA Woman to Woman
fund using money from the ‘tampon tax’. Funding to allow me to plan and lead on
Women4resources work in Swansea, with budget for overheads and volunteer and
event expenses. A little extra funding added to our grant to enable us to attend ROSA
networking events in London. What an interesting and exciting year it has been!

Film (August - March)
I worked with Anna Burton, a young film maker, to make a film about the
Women4resources. It was based around interviews with trustees and partners and a
theme emerged of sanitary dignity and period poverty. The first draft was shown at
our AGM in September; the finished film was premiered at our International
Women’s Day event on 8th March. Anna has gone on to become a trustee for
Women4resources. The film was shared with the RSA via a blog post by our chair and
FRSA champion for Global Responsibility, Jennifer Twelvetrees.
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FO3E0_1vKMQ&t=5s
Link to Blog post: https://www.thersa.org/discover/publications-and-articles/rsablogs/2019/03/working-with-women-in-wales-and-africa
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Clara Neal Project with Terrace Road Primary School (Sept – Dec)
Clara Neal was head teacher of Terrace Road Primary school, now a thriving multicultural school in central Swansea, from 1901-1921. She was also a suffragist and so,
in 2018, 100 years since the first women gained the right to vote in the UK,
Women4resources created and facilitated a project to raise awareness of her work
and commemorate her.
I liaised with staff, led an introductory assembly
for all the junior school pupils (180 children),
worked with Y3 and 4 (approx 90 children),
taught the song ‘Nana was a Suffragette’, led a
morning of Clara Neal stories, helped to develop
a script and then led rehearsals with a group of
11 children (5 girls, 6 boys) and supported them
to perform in a whole school assembly and then
at the Women’s Archive Wales International Conference on 7th October at Swansea
University, Bay Campus.
Building on the success of the project and enthusiasm of the school, I applied to
Swansea City Council for a Blue Plaque to
commemorate Clara Neal, persisted in my quest,
gathered support for this amongst female
councillors and then, once successful, planned
the positioning of the plaque and a successful
unveiling ceremony on 14th December which was
attended by local councillors, members of
Women’s Archive Wales, trustees and other W4R
supporters. I subsequently arranged for artist Pam Mayford to work with the school
to create a mosaic to complement the Blue Plaque.
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Summary of impact – increased knowledge amongst staff (4 female
teachers) and pupils (approx 90 year 3 and 4, approx 45 girls) about
voting, suffrage, the struggle for Votes for Women, suffragettes,
suffragists, issues around gender equality. Sharing this information
with the local community via the Blue Plaque; raising the profile of W4R
at Women’s Archive Wales conference and amongst local councillors;
newspaper and TV coverage; raising aspirations of children from inner
city school by taking them to the event at University.
Green Fayre (November)
Building on the work of previous years, I facilitated our 2 stalls at the annual Green
Fayre organised by The Environment Centre and run over a weekend at the National
Waterfront Museum. I liaised with our partners at SWARG (Swansea Women’s
Asylum and Refugee Group) to organise a rota of volunteers to share skills such as
henna tattoo painting, nail art and hairstyling, as well as helping to run the activities
on the stall – this year we
asked people visiting our stall
to make clothing for our
washing line of wisdom or
fortune tellers of fabulousness!
It was a great success!
I also offered a singing workshop, teaching simple, joyful songs and talking about
connecting, sharing and the work of W4R. Deana Owen
and Layla Yahya from our partner organisations Friends
of Monze and Bigger Heart Zanzibar, respectively,
showcased their work and sold beautiful crafts made
by participants in their projects.
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Impact – Making connections, breaking down
barriers, making the whole event more
inclusive, sharing skills, building confidence,
positive interaction with the general public,
fundraising for SWARG and partner
organisations, recruited our fabulous new
volunteer: Sarah Martin.
Advocacy – Wales Youth Parliament
Through our connection with SWARG, we supported Sandy Ibrahim, a
14 year old asylum seeker who had put herself forward for the Wales
Youth Parliament and wanted some help with her campaign. This
included liaising with her school and pairing her with Anna Burton
(W4R young filmmaker) for social media and poster design support.
I also accompanied her to a meeting with Julie James AM. We are delighted to report
that Sandy was elected to the Wales Youth Parliament and she continues to support
us by volunteering at our events.
Impact – Helping to support aspirations and build confidence of an enthusiastic and
determined young woman, raising profile of W4R with local AM, supporting the
Welsh Government in their aims to encourage more diversity in the Assembly.
International Women’s Day events
Wellbeing of women and girls event, 3rd
March.
The first event, at the Swansea Wellbeing
Centre, was a day of taster workshops
including yoga, dance, movement and
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painting, relaxation, massage and singing. There were arts and crafts areas where
women and girls shared skills such as
knitting, crochet, painting, drawing and
henna tattoos. They also created
bunting which was used to decorate
the space for the next event. A
delicious wholesome lunch was
provided for all (free of charge, funded
by W4R, with donation possible from
those who wanted to contribute) and the day ended with everyone together to hear
a performance by Sanctuary of Song, a singing group for female asylum seekers and
refugees and then an opportunity for us all to sing together to bring the day to a
close. 47 women and 10 children attended this event and one woman donated a
sewing machine! Feedback was extremely positive with praise for many aspects
including the atmosphere, welcome, food, friendship and workshops.
Pop up shop, 8th March.
The IWD Pop Up shop at Creative Bubble was a drop in event where we premiered
out new film, put our new sewing machine to work, with Deana Owen from Friends
of Monze demonstrating how to make washable pads, one of our volunteers offered
henna tattoos, we networked, drank tea and provided a space for many fertile
conversations! 29 women attended and their feedback highlighted the atmosphere,
meeting people and sharing information.
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Impact – establishing new contacts, finding new volunteers, reconnecting with past
collaborators. Ideas for future projects from feedback forms and discussions.
Donation of a sewing machine which has sparked ideas for a new project and
volunteering by a long term supporter of W4R. List of contacts for advertising future
events; impetus to create a powerpoint of photos about the work of W4R (thanks to
volunteer Sarah Martin).
General tasks for W4R





Updated office systems and sorted cupboard of resources.
Supported completion of accounts and helped with W4R AGM.
Supported new application to Rosa fund.
Induction and support of W4R volunteers, including ongoing work with Sarah
Martin and extended period with Johanna Kutrib from Germany.
 Helped to complete Awards for All Grant Application.
 Worked with Julie from Benefit Circle on improving financial record keeping.
ROSA events
Along with W4R trustee Camilla Lovelace, I
attended a Rosa Networking event in London in
November. This was a fascinating day with
opportunities for learning about other Rosa
funded projects, funding application tips and
Facebook tips from Facebook!
In January we both attended the ‘Women, Power, Change’ conference in London
which was supported by ROSA and organised by the Social Change Agency. This was a
truly inspiring event that went far beyond networking and learning, to really help us
to feel part of a bigger movement, striving to improve the lives and opportunities of
the women and girls we work with.
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Projects and people connected with:
 Jonas and Charlotte Buka – founders of the Congolese Development Project
(potential for a joint bid for a project based on sewing skills).
 Catrin Stevens, Women’s Archive Wales.
 Tino Dzaro, Tino’s cafe, mentor.
 Deana Owen – chair, Friends of Monze
 Laura Nierhorster – founder, Proud Pads
 Councillor Louise Gibbard, champion for women in Swansea council.
 Myriam Magnus N’Gossema – works with women and children from Asylum
seeker community
 Helen Marshall, supporter and advisor of W4R
 Julie James AM
 Women’s Archive Wales Event in Merthyr Tydfil. Took Sandy Ibrahim and her
sisters to the event. Impact – high profile celebration of work on Clara Neal
with Terrace Road School – featured in the WAW film.
 BAME cultural hub support meeting at Swansea Grand Theatre.
 STOPP (Swansea Takes on Period Poverty) meetings. Agreed to be trustee for
STOPP.
 Regular attendance at SWARG meetings (Swansea Women’s Asylum and
Refugee Group)
What next?
 Completing accounts and ROSA 1 project reports.
 Use ROSA 2 funding to develop the organisation further.
 Meet with Swansea MAD to set up free support and training for creating a new
website, using Mailchimp and effective digital marketing. Leading to an
updated website for W4R, increased skills for CS and admin volunteer SM.
 Prepare to start our successful Awards for All funded project : ‘Working 4
Women’s Wellbeing’, from June 2019.
Carol Shephard, April 2019
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Report by Sarah Martin, our regular volunteer who joined us in December 2018
Wandering around the Green Fair in Swansea last November, I started to think about
how I could ‘give’ a bit more. I had retired from my hectic job as a Careers Adviser
two years earlier, and, despite getting involved in a few local societies in the small
Carmarthenshire village where I lived, felt that I needed to be doing more.
Suddenly my eye was caught by a lively
group of people at a stall that seemed all
colour and activity - with bunting
flapping and drawings and words pegged
up on a washing line above. At a table, a
young woman was creating intricate and
delicate designs in henna on another
woman’s hand, and children were busy
making fortune tellers.
Display boards photos showed women presumably somewhere in Africa – making
clothes, selling in a market place, or smiling
proudly outside a building with a sign saying
‘Community Library’.
I noticed the black and green tee shirts worn by
the people on the stall, with the motto ‘Women
4 Resources’. Speaking to one of the women,
Jennifer, I discovered this was a local charity
supporting women in Swansea and parts of
Africa: it aimed to help them overcome
isolation, learn new skills, and ultimately, where
possible, to become financially independent. I
Working to support initiatives designed, managed and run by women and girls
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listened as Jennifer explained the work to me, and, realising this was something I
would definitely like to become part of, arranged to meet their sessional worker,
Carol, the following Monday at the Environment Centre where W4R rents office
space.
The first ‘job’ I was given involved trying to make sense of the vast archive of
photographs stored on the charity’s one laptop. There were dozens of hard-copy
photos as well - crammed into cardboard folders and envelopes, waiting in the office
cupboard to be sorted for display when needed. Gradually I was able to create a
system of new folders containing the most striking images for use at future events or
in publications.
A couple of months later I found myself
helping out at the ‘Wellbeing Day’ for
women, an event that I had played a small
part in organising. It was lovely to actually
meet some of the local women that W4R
seeks to support.
Now we are working towards a ‘Sewing Day’, which W4R has arranged in conjunction
with STOPP (Swansea Takes On Period Poverty), where women will be taught - and
then teach each other – how to make reusable sanitary pads.
Volunteering with W4R has added another dimension to my life. As well as enabling
me to use and upgrade my rusty IT skills, it’s given me the opportunity to do some of
the things that I’ve missed since retiring – things like helping organise and plan, and
getting involved with others in putting together ideas to make things happen. Added
to which I’ve met various interesting people whom I probably wouldn’t have come
into contact with in the course of my everyday life, living where I do. All of this has
served to build up my confidence and to give me a sense of worth. It’s great to feel
useful again!
Sarah Martin, April 2019
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Report by Camilla Lovelace, trustee, about her recent volunteering experience
Welsh Women’s Aid Change That Lasts, ‘Ask Me’ Ambassador Scheme
I’m Camilla, I was 59 years old this year. I love being a trustee for Women 4
Resources as I have had so many positive experiences with our organisation such as
visiting Kenya, attending conferences, helping to write funding applications and
meeting so many formidable women.

“Delivered in partnership with local communities, the scheme
allows everyday people to become Community Ambassadors.
Through training sessions, they will be equipped with an
understanding of domestic abuse and how to respond to
survivors. This knowledge will enable the community to play
an active role in ending domestic abuse”.

This seemed like a great idea so I applied to go on the scheme and went on a two day
training course. As a teacher myself I was really impressed with the training; so many
lovely people attended from different places and backgrounds, there were lots of
interesting activities rather than boring presentations and there was plenty of time to
get to know and trust the trainers and other learners. Personally I learnt a lot about
how domestic abuse affects everyone.
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Since the course I have been gaining
in confidence, happier to start
conversations about domestic abuse
knowing that I can support and sign
post survivors. I think it is really
important that everyone knows the
Live Fear free number and that you
can talk in English or Welsh or any
language you like (they have
language Line interpreting).
I hope that schemes like this, and better legal protection for survivors, will make our
home lives safer. The way that Welsh women’s Aid is supporting their ambassadors
with regular contact, social media and face to face is brilliant. I think I will be able to
grow into being an effective ambassador over the next few years. At the moment
they are looking for more ambassadors who live or work in Cardiff . For more
information please look at
https://www.womensaid.org.uk/our-approach-change-that-lasts/askme/ accessed
on 03/09/2019 or email Ask Me Cardiff@welshwomensaid.org.uk
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WOMEN4RESOURCES FINANCE REPORT 2018-19
2018-19

2017-18

Barclays Bank Account

10281.50

8988.73

Nationwide Building Society

630.07

489.49

W4R General Petty Cash

0.90

8.08

Money from PUShop intin

0.00

34.71

10912.47

9521.01

Opening Balance

INCOME
Restricted Funds
ROSA Grant

8040.00

Awards for All (2019)

8900.00

ROCL

0.00

80.00

International Sewing Partnership

0.00

1350.00

Swansea Womens Asylum & Refugee
Support Group

0.00

2930.00

Sevenhills

25.00

4924.85

Bank interest/payments (Nationwide &
Barclays)

0.62

0.58

Other

530.00

Donations

451.48

3090.19

Total Income

17947.10

12375.62

Unrestricted Funds
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EXPENDITURE
Restricted Funds
ROCL

1427.00

1200.00

ROSA (including Insurance)

7095.68

International Sewing Partnership

1350.00

0.00

Swansea Womens Asylum & Refugee
Support Group

0.00

2930.00

Sevenhills

2940.00

25.00

Awards for All Grant (Restricted)(V4S)

0.00

2369.99

Santander Grant (Restricted) (GWEN)

0.00

3710.00

SCVS Grant (Restricted)

0.00

48.40

Bank interest/payments (Nationwide &
Barclays)

25.00

0.00

Stationery, Print & Event Expenses

135.20

599.97

Insurance

0.00

100.80

Other Donations given

50.00

0.00

Total Expenditure

13022.88

10984.16

BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD FOR
2019-20

15836.69

10912.47

Barclays Bank Account

14846.79

10281.50

Nationwide Building Society

870.69

630.07

W4R General Petty Cash

119.21

0.90

15836.69

10912.47

Unrestricted Funds

Represented by:
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